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In This Issue
This summer has been a hot one for housing
as the market continues to show improvement,
with markets across the country showing signs
of a comeback and builder confidence hitting
a major milestone.
In our cover story on page 08, we dive in to
some of the hottest markets and latest trends
in the housing industry, providing an in-depth
look at what homebuyers are looking for in
new homes. Be sure to check out the accompanying infographic on page 21 that provides
a snapshot of those trends and more.
In “Don’t Forget Your Sunblock” on page 13, we
look at one way architects and builders can
help homeowners beat the heat as we explore
the science behind radiant barriers and blocking radiant heat.

For remodelers and builders looking for best
practices, our Q&A with Lance Olson from LP
Building Products offers some insight on caulking and sealing on page 16. We also spotlight
the benefits of LSL in our infographic on page 06.
As always, be sure to check out our case studies, showcasing the benefits builders have
found with engineered wood products. You’ll
find Michigan-based Cobblestone Homes on
page 03 and Virginia-based Dragas Companies
on page 18.
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Lance Olson with LP Building Products Offers
Sealant Best Practices for Siding Projects

One piece of LSL is needed,
compared to two pieces of
traditional lumber (plus the filler),
for window and door headers,
reducing installation time.

Faster
Installation

18 CASE STUDY:
LSL outperforms traditional lumber
framingTHE
products inDRAGAS
both performance
COMPANIES
and dimensional stability, specifically

Outperforms
Lumber

FRCC OSB Sheathing Provides Fire Resistance,
Withstands Weather

in categories pertaining to availability
of length and consistency.

LSL retains a consistent and predictable
performance, allowing architects, designers,
engineers, and contractors to count on it
for specific applications where traditional
lumber just does not measure up.

Greater Design
Flexibility

19 INTERNATIONAL FOCUS

Higher grades of LSL allow for longer spans,
equaling and even exceeding span
capabilities found in similar sizes of
standard traditional lumber products.

Greater
Spans
Predictable
Performance

Manufacturing
Innovations

LSL has a uniform density, which means
consistency from framing member to
framing member.
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LSL is produced to a finished moisture content of
7%—10%, which is close to the EMC (equilibrium
moisture content) of most homes, helping
eliminate shrinkage in the finished structure.
A product with less moisture has a greater
resistance to warping, twisting, shrinking, and
bowing. This means fewer builder callbacks.

IN EVERY ISSUE

Less Moisture

or email subscriptions@engineeredwoodonline.com.
Direct non-subscription correspondence to
editor@engineeredwoodonline.com.
For additional information, please visit
www.engineeredwoodonline.com.
© 2013 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation

Visit WhatIsLSL.com to learn more.
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LSL is more consistent and straighter than lumber,
so valuable time is not wasted picking through piece
after piece.

No Culling

03

Case Study

WHAT’S
NEW
Trends & Technology
APA Builder Tips for Mobile Devices
APA Builder Tips are now available in mobile
format for easy viewing on tablets and smartphones, according to APA – The Engineered
Wood Association. These tips, updated regularly
on APA’s website, highlight helpful building
recommendations from industry experts to
industry professionals.
www.APAWood.org/BuilderTips
QuARTz by ACO Polymer Products
Designed with the wetroom concept in mind,
the QuARTz linear channel shower drains
easily integrate into tile, granite or marble
flooring, according to ACO. Channel sizes and
matching grates are offered in five standard
lengths: 700mm (27.55˝), 800mm (31.50˝),
900mm (35.43˝), 1000mm (39.37˝), or 1200mm
(47.25˝). The standard width is the same for all
channels at 144mm (5.6˝).
www.QuartzByAco.com
Hue by Philips
A web-enabled LED home lighting system,
Philips Hue allows users to control home
lighting with a tablet or smartphone, including
shades of light, according to the manufacturer.
The updated Hue 1.1 app adds location-based
functionalities, alarms and timers. The app
also features expert LightRecipes: four
pre-programmed lighting settings based on
Philips’ research around the biological effects
that lighting has on the body.
www.MeetHue.com

* This information and the websites identified above
are provided solely as a convenience to the reader.
They are not intended to state or imply that the
editors of Engineered Wood or LP Building Products
sponsor, recommend, endorse or are affiliated or
associated with the companies or products listed.

COBBLESTONE HOMES
KNOWS HOW TO KEEP THE
CUSTOMER SATISFIED NOW
AND FOR YEARS TO COME
Midland, Michigan
Project Summary
Seeking products that deliver above
and beyond homeowner expectations for true long-term satisfaction
for its customers, Cobblestone
Homes uses engineered wood from
LP Building Products.
Project Objectives
• Identify highly durable siding and
trim with the look, versatility, and
appeal of real wood
• Help eliminate squeaky floors as
well as the need to drill holes and
sand seams during installation
of sub-flooring
• Build a strong relationship with
a building products manufacturer that stands behind its
products and offers excellent
educational opportunities

Solution

Outcome

Cobblestone Homes uses LP®
TopNotch® Sub-Flooring in every
home and LP® SmartSide® products
in most every home it builds.

Cobblestone Homes’ commitment
to quality has led the company to
increase its number of homes constructed annually each year for
the past 10 years, despite the fact
that its home county in Michigan
saw the number of permits fall by
80 percent from 2003 to 2010.

“True satisfaction comes from a
deep, emotional level. I want them
(homeowners) to feel the solidness
of our homes,” explained Mark
Wahl, CEO and co-owner of
Cobblestone Homes.
According to Wahl, the products
add incredible curb appeal, extraordinary durability on the
outside of the home, and supreme
performance in the flooring, all
increasing homeowner satisfaction.

LP SmartSide and LP TopNotch
products were featured in both of
the homes built by Cobblestone
Homes recently showcased on the
popular HGTV program Showhouse
Showdown (first aired March 24, 2012).
Recently, both Mark Wahl and his
co-owner (and wife) Melissa Wahl
were named to the 2012 “40 Under
40” list by Professional Builder
magazine as “young superstars
who represent the next generation
of leadership and innovation in
home building.” n
Read the full case study at
Engineered Wood Online and
visit Cobblestone Homes at
www.Cobblestone.me.
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It’s been over a year

since the
International Code Council released the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC). While adoption has
been slow, updates are driving changes in building practices as more states and municipalities consider
implementing the new energy standards.
In line with goals set by the Department of Energy, the
changes in the energy code seek to achieve 30 percent
energy savings over the 2006 code by increasing insulation
requirements, addressing air leakage and updating highefficacy lighting minimums, among other changes.
The updated code includes a number of prescriptive
requirements, or examples of how builders can meet the
new performance criteria. A number of these prescriptive
requirements are designed to address the movement of
heat in a building as it relates to energy efficiency. The
first—R402.1—deals with specific insulation requirements
and the addition of a thermal barrier.
Under the new code, builders in Climate Zones 6–8 are
required to install R-5 continuous insulation with R-20
cavity insulation, R-10 continuous insulation with R-13
cavity insulation, or implement an alternative assembly
with an equivalent U-factor. Climate Zones 3, 4 and 5
(excluding Marine 4) now include prescriptive
requirements for R-20 cavity insulation only or R-13
cavity insulation +R5 continuous insulation or insulated
siding. These prescriptive requirements may create
challenges when installing windows, doors and most types
of exterior cladding, and will also require careful consideration in managing moisture in the wall system.
Additionally, the new code outlines prescriptive updates to
ceiling insulation requirements in section R402.2. Depending
on the climate zone, ceilings with attic spaces requiring R-38
insulation must also have the full height of uncompressed

R-30 insulation extend over the wall top plate at the eaves.
Climate zones that require R-49 insulation must have the full
height of uncompressed R-38 insulation extend over the wall
top plates at the eaves. This additional height of insulation
over the top of the wall could present challenges
particularly for hand-framed rafters. For builders using truss
systems, energy heel trusses could offer a means to meet
these code requirements. Alternative assemblies that meet
specific U-factor equivalents are another potential option.
In section R402.4, the updated code addresses air leakage
and overall tightness of the building envelope with a
mandatory requirement for a continuous air barrier to be
installed in the building envelope. Not only must all breaks
or joints in the barrier be sealed, but the code also outlines
specific sealing requirements in ceilings, walls, windows,
doors, floors, etc.
Once sealed, the installation has to be inspected and
approved by a third party, where required by the code
official. Finally, the building must be tested and verified
as having an air leakage rate not exceeding 5 air changes
per hour in Climate Zones 1 and 2, or 3 air changes per
hour in Climate Zones 3–8.
The industry is now faced with the need to implement
these prescriptive and mandatory requirements within
the context of a building system. In future issues, we will
discuss various elements of the code in greater detail as
we aim to further equip our readers with the tools to make
informed decisions as they relate to code changes. n
AVERAGE 2012 IECC COST EFFECTIVENESS
RELATIVE TO THE 2009 IECC*
Annual Energy
Savings

$427

Incremental
Construction Cost

$5,688

Simple Payback
(years)

13.3

*2012 IECC Cost Effectiveness Analysis.
National Association of Home Builders. May 2012.

A number of code
updates vary by
climate zone,
including insulation
requirements and
air leakage rates.

Understanding Changes in the Context
of a Home’s System
BY LIZ PARKER
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Eight Reasons to Consider LSL
for Your Next Project

1
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One piece of LSL is needed,
compared to two pieces of
traditional lumber (plus the filler),
for window and door headers,
reducing installation time.

Faster
Installation

LSL outperforms traditional lumber
framing products in both performance
and dimensional stability, specifically
in categories pertaining to availability
of length and consistency.

Outperforms
Lumber
Greater Design
Flexibility

Higher grades of LSL allow for longer spans,
equaling and even exceeding span
capabilities found in similar sizes of
standard traditional lumber products.

Greater
Spans
Predictable
Performance

Manufacturing
Innovations

LSL retains a consistent and predictable
performance, allowing architects, designers,
engineers, and contractors to count on it
for specific applications where traditional
lumber just does not measure up.

)1'

Less Moisture

No Culling

LSL has a uniform density, which means
consistency from framing member to
framing member.

LSL is produced to a finished moisture content of
7%—10%, which is close to the EMC (equilibrium
moisture content) of most homes, helping
eliminate shrinkage in the finished structure.
A product with less moisture has a greater
resistance to warping, twisting, shrinking, and
bowing. This means fewer builder callbacks.

LSL is more consistent and straighter than lumber,
so valuable time is not wasted picking through piece
after piece.

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT
FIVE STAR INDUSTRIES
Indianapolis, Indiana
When it comes to quality, the barn building business isn’t all that different
from building a home. Builders want to be able to provide their customers
with a product that lasts, one that won’t need repairs.

With over 25 years of experience building barns,
Indianapolis-based Five Star Industries discovered
a solution to provide consistent quality for its door
frames—a product many home builders have been
using for years, LP® SmartSide® 2000 Series Trim.
“I see this product eliminating a lot of my door repairs
because the material holds up better,” said Ryan
Gettum, Five Star’s operations manager. “It gives our
customers a door that will have the same consistent
longevity as the rest of our building materials.
“In the past we used pine for our door frames. There’s
a lot of hand sorting involved to get boards without
defects when using pine. Switching to SmartSide
trim has provided us with a stable material that helps
increase our efficiency and production. We don’t
have to cull through boards. Now I can just pick up
the trim, cut it and put it together.”

“We started using the products in 2011, and we’ve
seen the most success with ProStruct,” Gettum said.
“In the past when a customer wanted a treated floor,
we’d use green treated plywood. We had trouble
finding the product in the right size, and sometimes
the pieces would fall apart. It often made building
difficult. With the tongue-and-groove ProStruct, we
have stronger, easier-to-build floors. There are no
voids like plywood, no veneer cracks, and the product doesn’t delaminate.”
Five Star offers eight styles of backyard structures
from the “Cottage Series” to the “Do-It-Yourself Series” at 12 retail locations throughout the
Indianapolis area. The company offers a standard
five-year warranty on all backyard structures. n
Visit www.FiveStarBarns.com to learn more.

After finding success with LP SmartSide Trim, Five Star
turned to the company’s Outdoor Building Solutions
line of products, including LP® ProStruct® Floor with
SmartFinish® treatment.

Visit WhatIsLSL.com to learn more.
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BY LIZ PARKER
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ousing markets across the country have
According to the 2013 National Association
been showing strong signs of a
of Realtors Home Buyer and Seller
comeback with more and more buyers
Generational Trends data, eight out of ten
seeking newly built homes. As business
recent buyers considered their home purchase
starts to ramp up, knowing the
a good financial decision.
flourishing markets and buyer
trends can help builders better
As more consumers look to new
According to
prepare their business for the
construction, meeting those
industry turnaround.
buyers’ wants has become inthe survey,
creasingly important. Earlier
over half of all
Metrostudy, a Hanley Wood
this year, the NAHB released
homebuyers
company, released its list of 2012
What Home Buyers Really Want,
local housing leaders earlier
a report aimed at providing the
would like to
this summer, revealing some of
most current and accurate inbuy a brand
the nation’s hottest housing
formation on homebuyer
new home,
markets. Closings in the 50 largpreferences.
est markets increased by 11.9
most expecting
percent over 2011 to 218,571.
In an interview with Engineered
to invest about
According to the data, four of
Wood, Rose Quint, the assistant
$203,900.
the top five markets exceeded
vice president for survey re10,000 closings, with the fifth
search and economics and
market coming in close at 9,586.
housing policy for the NAHB said, “Our data
has been very well received by our industry.
The Houston/Sugarland/Baytown, Texas
Builders, manufacturers, and marketers are
market topped the list for the sixth year in
all looking to understand this data and see
a row at 19,317 closings. The Dallas/Fort
how they can adapt to homebuyers’ wants.
Worth/Arlington, Texas market came in secWe conducted the study in such a way that
ond at 14,352 closings, followed by the
it’s representative of all homebuyers in the
Phoenix/Mesa/Glendale, Arizona market at
country.”
10,621 closings. The Washington/Arlington/
Alexandria, D.C./Va./Md./W. Va. market came
The good news for builders? According to
in fourth at 10,155 closings, with the New
the survey, over half of all homebuyers would
York/Northern New Jersey/Long Island,
like to buy a brand new home, most expectN.Y./N.H./Pa. market rounding out the top
ing to invest about $203,900.
five at 9,586 closings.
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2012 Top Housing Markets
Closings
19,317
14,352

10,621

10,155
+8%
Change

+12%*
Change

+11%
Change

+37%
Change

Houston/Sugarland/
Baytown, Texas

Dallas/Fort Worth/
Arlington, Texas

Phoenix/Mesa/
Glendale, Arizona

Washington/Arlington/
Alexandria, D.C./
Va./Md./W. Va.

9,586
-8%
Change
New York/
Northern New Jersey/
Long Island, N.Y./ N.J./ Pa.

*Compared to 2011 permits

Surprisingly, although average home sizes have continued to rise since
the recession, reaching 2,524 square feet in 2012, the survey revealed
that buyers want a home with a median 2,226 square feet. That’s about
17 percent bigger than their current square footage, but it’s less than
the square footage of newly built homes last year. The NAHB suggests
that the tighter lending requirements in 2012 kept many buyers out
of the market who would otherwise want to purchase new homes,
limiting new construction to wealthier buyers with greater access to
credit.
But according to Quint, the data showed even more significant trends
when it comes to what homebuyers really want in new homes.
“Two things jump out immediately when you look at the ‘most wanted
list.’ First, homebuyers are very interested in energy efficiency in their
homes,” Quint said. “The other thread we saw in the data was that
homeowners want help with storage to keep their homes organized.”
Survey participants were asked to rate a list of over 120 home features
as “essential/must have,” “desirable,” “indifferent,” or “do not want.”
The most-wanted feature list includes four energy-related features
in the top ten, including ENERGY STAR rated appliances, an
ENERGY STAR rating for the whole home, ENERGY STAR rated
windows, and ceiling fans to help keep cooling costs down.
The survey also presented participants with tradeoff questions to
reveal what options they would prefer in a home. When considering
energy efficiency, 9 out of 10 buyers would choose a highly energyefficient home with lower utility bills rather than one costing 2–3
percent less without those features. Of those surveyed, 73 percent
agreed that projected utility costs would influence their purchase
decision. In fact, homebuyers reported that they were willing to pay
an additional average of $7,095 for a home if it would save them $1,000
annually on utility costs.
Further, according to the 2013 National Association of Realtors Home
Buyer and Seller Generational Trends report, younger buyers placed a
higher importance on commuting costs than older generations, who
focused on a home’s energy-efficient features and living in an environmentally friendly community.
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Feature

Percent of Respondents Replying
with Essential or Desirable

• ENERGY STAR
rated appliances

94%

• Laundry room

93%

• ENERGY STAR rating
for the whole home

91%

• Exhaust fan in bathroom

90%
90%
90%
89%
88%
86%
85%
85%

• Exterior lighting
• Bathroom linen closet
• ENERGY STAR rated windows
• Ceiling fan
• Garage storage
• Table space for eating in kitchen
• Walk-in kitchen pantry

The most-wanted list also revealed a desire for organization in the
home. “That’s why you see a laundry room at the very top, second in
the most-wanted list. You will also find garage storage, a walk-in pantry, and a bathroom linen closet on the list, all related to keeping the
home organized and stuff stored appropriately,” Quint said.
In fact, the laundry room is not just desirable, as 57 percent of those
surveyed said they would not buy a home without one.

ENGINEERED WOOD
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The survey also highlighted a number of
other key findings in homebuying preferences. For 65 percent of buyers, the most
influential characteristic when buying a
home is the need for appropriate living
space for the buyer, in terms of size and
number of rooms.
As buyers look to purchasing new homes,
how do they find a builder? According to
the survey, word of mouth remains the
best source of leads as 70 percent of buyers rely on referrals from friends, family
members, neighbors or acquaintances
when choosing a contractor. For buyers
selecting a contractor, the most important
attribute is a reputation for quality construction. n

ENGINEERED WOOD
PRODUCTS TIE IN NICELY
WITH WHAT BUYERS
ARE LOOKING FOR
Many homebuyers want more open floor
plans, with 37 percent preferring a completely open arrangement between the
kitchen and family rooms, up from 29
percent in 2004. The strength, long
lengths and design flexibility of engineered wood flooring materials, such as
I-joists, can allow for the construction of
open spaces with fewer pieces, outperforming traditional solid wood beams.

DON’T FORGET
YOUR SUNBLOCK
Radiant Barrier Sheathing Technology
BY LIZ PARKER

Energy efficiency is nothing new to

For a snapshot of these trends and more,
check out our infographic on page 21. To
purchase a copy of What Home Buyers
Really Want, visit ebooks.builderbooks.com.

most architects and specifiers, but
for those seeking an easy way to
specify efficiency into a home,
Not only do homebuyers want open spaces,
they want taller ones, with 65 percent of
respondents desiring ceilings of 9 feet or
higher on the first floor. Long length OSB
products can help
builders looking to
meet this demand,
as they allow builders to tie the sill plate
to the top plate with
one panel, eliminating
the need for additional
cutting, blocking and
filler strips.
And as homeowners seek higher energy efficiency, builders can easily build efficiency
into a home through the use of OSB radiant
barrier sheathing, which provides energy
efficiency and does not cost more to install.
Radiant barriers can save homeowners up
to 17 percent on monthly cooling costs. Check
out our article on page 13 to learn more about
the science behind radiant barriers.
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radiant barrier roof sheathing is
a product that provides energy
efficiency and does not cost
more to install.

Understanding Radiant Heat
To understand how a radiant barrier works, one must first
consider the process of heat transfer, which can occur in
one of three ways: by conduction (through solids or liquids),
by convection (through liquids or gases in motion), and by
radiation (through vacuums or air spaces via the electromagnetic spectrum).
Radiant heat is invisible and has no temperature, just
energy. When this energy strikes another surface, it is
absorbed and increases the temperature of that surface.
According to the Reflective Insulation Manufacturers
Association International (RIMA-I), 93 percent of solar
radiated heat enters a building through the attic, where
only 7 percent enters through the walls. The result of
this heat infiltration is higher energy consumption
by the home’s air conditioning unit to compensate
for the attic, ceiling and living space heat gains.
In the summer months it is common to see
roof temperatures reach 160° F, with attic
temperatures exceeding 120° F. Standard
roof sheathing is a poor insulator,
allowing 90 percent of that heat to
radiate into the attic.

ENGINEERED WOOD
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How a Radiant Barrier Can Help
Radiant barrier roof sheathing can block up to 97 percent of that
heat from entering the attic. Radiant barriers have two properties, high reflectivity and low emissivity (low-e), that allow them
to reduce radiant heat transfer. Radiant barriers should have an
emissivity of 0.1 or less (ASTM 1313); however, many radiant barriers on the market have an emissivity of 0.05 or less, as required
by some code jurisdictions.

Emissivity, or emittance, is the
ability of a material’s surface to emit
energy by radiation. All materials
have emissivities ranging from zero
to one. The lower the emittance of a
material, the lower the heat radiated
from its surface. Aluminum has a
very low emittance, which explains
its use in radiant barriers.

Aluminum foil makes an excellent radiant barrier, with pure grades
having an emissivity of ~0.03 –~0.05. In contrast, the emissivity of
common building materials found in attics, such as wood, fiberglass
and cellulose, range between 0.8 and 0.9. Because these materials
are highly emissive, installing a radiant barrier in an attic, with
its low-e surface facing the air space, is a very effective strategy
for reducing summer heat gain into the attic.

Effects of Radiant Barriers on Energy Costs
According to the U.S. Energy Information Agency, the largest component of residential energy use is heating and cooling. It follows
then that the most dramatic effect on home energy savings is tied
to these uses of energy.
Installing a radiant barrier reduces heat movement from the roofing materials into the attic space, which then reduces the attic
space air temperature and heat radiated from the roof to the attic
floor. This further reduces heat from the attic floor to the living
space, additionally making ducting and air handling equipment
in the attic cooler.

With Radiant Barrier

Studies have shown the benefits of building with radiant
barrier sheathing, revealing monthly cooling energy
savings of up to 17 percent.
There are many factors to consider when calculating
energy savings—climate, roof slope, ventilation rate, insulation levels, location of HVAC equipment and ductwork,
orientation of the home, and window area and efficiency.

Selecting a Radiant Barrier Sheathing
Reflectivity, or reflectance, refers
to the fraction of incoming radiant
energy that is reflected from the
surface. Reflectivity and emissivity
are inversely related, therefore a
low emittance is indicative of high
reflectivity. For example, aluminum
with an emissivity of 0.03 has a
reflectance of 0.97.

Radiant barrier sheathing is made of a thin, durable
sheet of aluminum overlay laminated to OSB or plywood.
These products may absorb moisture during storage as
well as during early phases of construction.
Perforations can help reduce trapped moisture, provided they are large enough to allow the passage of
water vapor but spaced properly so that they do not
negatively affect the barrier’s emissivity.
There are a variety of types of radiant barrier sheathing, including:

Without Radiant Barrier

• Post-perforated foil: A solid foil overlay laminated
to the structural panel then run through a pin roller
or incising station
• Post-incised: An LP patented process by which a
solid foil overlay is laminated to a structural panel
then put through an incising process, creating serrations through the foil and into the wood fibers
Of these, post-incision can best help reduce trapped
moisture in the OSB substrate and reduce drying time.
Tests have shown that this technology allows the panel
to dry almost as efficiently as OSB sheathing without a radiant barrier, as it dries within two percent
of standard OSB sheathing. Other products that use
pre-perforated foil showed a significant amount of
moisture still in the panel after up to 80 days of drying. LP® TechShield® Radiant Barrier Sheathing is the
original and premier brand of radiant barrier sheathing,
and also the only post-incised product on the market.n
To learn more about the benefits of radiant barrier sheathing, take the Radiant Barrier Structural Roof Sheathing
Course (HSW credit) at www.LPCorp.com/University.

• Non-perforated foil: A solid foil overlay laminated
to the structural panel
• Pre-perforated foil: A pre-perforated foil laminated
to the structural panel
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SEALANT TOP TIPS FOR
SIDING INSTALLATION

Lance Olson, as senior technical sales manager for LP Building Products, oversees
technical services related to exterior siding products. His responsibilities span code
compliance management, product testing and application training, new product field
assessment, warranty analysis and customer technical support. Olson is a certified
quality engineer as well as a member of the American Society of Testing and Materials
and various other industry organizations.

Lance Olson with LP Building Products offers sealant
best practices for residential and light
commercial siding projects.
EW: Why are the quality and proper
use of sealants important?
LO: You want to protect your brand
equity and reputation with those
who hire you. By selecting the right
exterior sealant and installing it
properly, you help eliminate callbacks and ensure greater longevity of
your craftsmanship.
It is important to select a sealant
that expands and contracts and offers good adhesion properties so it
bonds with the substrate, and does
not break with substrate movement.
A sealant helps protect the integrity
of the wall assembly against wind
and drafts, as well as water and noise
penetration. It also helps compensate
for movement between construction
elements. When applied properly, it
provides a nice visual appearance.
There are five main types of sealants:
water-based latex/polymer, polyurethane, solvent-based, silicones
and hybrids.
EW: What are top tips for proper
sealant selection?
LO: Consider the sealant’s elasticity,
adhesion strength, durability over
time, color offering and application
characteristics. The sealant should
be compatible with the building materials being used and appropriate for
use in applicable weather conditions.
Some sealants are not recommended
for use in certain weather conditions.
For example, latex sealants may be
difficult to apply in cold weather as
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they begin to harden at colder temperatures. Applying latex sealants
to wet or frozen surfaces is not wise,
nor is exposing them to water (e.g.,
rain) too soon after application—the
water-based sealant may be more
likely to wash away. Sealants such
as polyurethanes and silicones require atmospheric moisture to cure.
Environments with low atmospheric moisture (e.g., Arizona) or cold
dry weather may slow the cure of
these sealants.

Apply a
uniform
3/8” bead
to the window flange for a proper gasket
between the window and wall. With
fillet and butt joints, it is necessary
to avoid adhesion to three different surfaces. Not all sealants need
to be tooled to achieve a finished
look—always refer to the manufacturer’s application instructions for
specific recommendations.

It is important to use a sealant that
has strong adhesion to the substrates
being used, which can be measured
by peel strength.

Skinning and skin formation occurs
as a sealant dries or cures. It develops a dried film on the outside before
the inside material dries out or cures.
Skinning minimizes dirt pickup. The
time to achieve this property is the
skin formation time. A skinned sealant should not be tooled. A typical
skin formation time is 10–20 minutes.

Also, consider the ease of extrusion at
various temperatures. As the product
temperature drops, extrusion can become very difficult. This may require
heating of the product. At higher
temperatures sealant consistency
may become too sloppy, resulting in
poor control by the applicator.
EW: What are top tips for proper
installation?
LO: Once the proper sealant has
been selected, it is important to understand the correct techniques for
application on your job.
For surface preparation, the application area for the sealant must be
clean and free of foreign materials
such as sand, dust and oils.
If you’re installing windows into a
siding remodel, assess the existing
assembly for any hidden challenges.

Curing time is the amount of time
that a sealant layer requires to reach
its full intended performance characteristics. The speed at which a
sealant cures depends on sealant
ingredients, cure temperature and
relative air humidity.
Most sealants specify application
temperatures between 41° F (5° C)
and 86° F (30° C), but there are
sealant solutions that can be used
in extreme temperatures from as
low as 0° F (-18° C) up to 140° F
(60° C). Note that lower temperatures may prevent proper curing
of water-based sealants. Excessively hot weather may accelerate
the sealant cure time, resulting in
bubbling and shortened working

A sealant that touts strong
competitive attributes is OSI®

life and tooling time. It may also
cause sagging.
EW: What are some sealant
failure factors?
LO: The biggest factors that
affect the performance of the
joint are proper sealant
selection and bead size.
This is important for siding types with linear expansion and
contraction. Some sidings may shrink
with reduced moisture or temperature
causing the joints to open up. This
stretches the sealant, so it’s important
that there is sufficient sealant to span
butt joints and termination joints.
It also emphasizes the need for
two-sided attachment rather than
three-sided attachment so the elongation of the sealant isn’t compromised.
The intent is to allow the sealant to
expand and contract as it bridges between two surfaces.

QUAD®, which is specified for
3/16”
space at
each joint
to accommodate expansion
after installation.
Once the initial expansion
occurs, there is relatively little
movement in the material so
there is minimal stress applied to
the sealant.
From a homeowner standpoint, the aesthetic look of the finish
is noticed, so choosing a sealant
with color-match capabilities is
also important. n
For more information about
LP SmartSide Trim & Siding,
please visit www.LPCorp.com/
SmartSide or call toll-free
888.820.0325.

siding, windows and doors. OSI
cites its QUAD product as an
advanced-formula sealant that
is a solvent-based thermoplastic
sealant. It offers premium adhesion and elasticity characteristics
and can be used in most extreme
weather conditions. The formula
skins over in a short time to resist
dirt and dust pickup and offers
long-term durability. QUAD is
available in 350+ colors and is also
paintable with either latex or
oil-based paints. For more
information, please visit
www.osipro.com/videos.shtml.

Exterior cladding like LP® SmartSide®
siding, trim and soffit are relatively
dry at installation and will expand
slightly rather than contract. This
mode of equilibration will compress
rather than stretch the sealant. While
some sealant manufacturers recommend a 3/8” bead, it isn’t necessary or
feasible with LP SmartSide products.
LP SmartSide lap and trim require a

For reference for sealant use on exterior
applications, OSI recommends reviewing
the following document from the
American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM):
ASTM C920: Standard Specification for
Elastomer ic Joint Sealants

ENGINEERED WOOD
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Case Study

INTERNATIONAL FOCUS
LP® FLAMEBLOCK® FIRE-RATED
OSB SHEATHING PROVIDES FIRE RESISTANCE,
HELPS WITHSTAND WEATHER
Solution
Chesapeake, Virginia
Project Summary
For more than 40 years, The
Dragas Companies has been
building condominium
communities targeted toward
first-time homebuyers. At The
Grove at the Arboretum in
Chesapeake, Va., Dragas
sought a high-quality product
to meet fire codes.
Project Objectives
Select a fire-rated sheathing
product that would:
◆ Satisfy code requirements
◆ Withstand exposure to

moisture during normal
construction delays
◆ Provide the workability of

standard OSB sheathing
◆ Offer an outstanding

product warranty
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Dragas turned to LP® FlameBlock®
Fire-Rated OSB Sheathing, which is
backed by a 20-Year Transferable
Limited Warranty.
“When we’ve used [fire-rated]
plywood in the past, it tends to
delaminate, soften or bow when it
gets wet. FlameBlock doesn’t do that.
It stays flat like you expect it to,”
explained Drew Dewey, the project
manager of new construction for
Dragas Companies.
That’s because LP FlameBlock
sheathing is designed to withstand
exposure to moisture during normal
construction delays, as evidenced by
its Exposure-1 classification. The
Grove at the Arboretum is a 112-unit
development. Each condominium
runs on a 75-day schedule from
breaking ground to completion and
move-in, so products must be able to
withstand normal exposure to moisture during that time.
“FlameBlock also helps us save money
in both the short and long term. Unlike
plywood, when FlameBlock gets wet
we don’t have to replace it, so we’re

saving on both product and labor. Plus
it cuts like regular OSB and blends
seamlessly with the other OSB products that our roofs require.”

Outcome
“The Dragas Companies prefers to
use the highest quality products
available. LP consistently delivers
exactly that,” Dewey said. “We’re now
using FlameBlock as a standard
company-wide for any application
where fire resistance is required.” n
Read the full case study at
Engineered Wood Online and
visit The Dragas Companies at
www.Dragas.com.

LVL FACILITY UPDATES TO
BENEFIT AUSTRALIAN MARKET
The evolution of the Australian building products
industry has caused engineered wood products to
become more prominent at distribution centers
throughout the country. With the consistency in
sizing and quality of materials like those in the
LP® SolidStart® Engineered Wood Products family,
it’s no wonder distributors and builders alike are
turning to engineered wood. To help meet this demand,
LP Building Products recently updated its LP SolidStart
LVL facility in Golden, British Columbia, Canada.
“This year has already brought a lot of changes to our
Golden facility, including new gang rip saw equipment,
SiteCote™ sealing capacity and unit size flexibility,
H2S treatment capability and increased cargo capacity. All of these updates have positioned the mill to
become LP’s primary source for international LVL,”
said Bryce Piggot, Golden plant manager.
Renovations started with the installation of new
state-of-the-art gang rip saw equipment in January,
which increases metric dimension offerings and
allows LP to consistently offer eased or arrised edges on the corners of its LP SolidStart LVL, according
to Piggot.

dard application of SiteCote on all six sides—ends,
edges and wide faces—in the same shipping container,” Piggot said.
LP SiteCote is a water-resistant coating that provides
protection builders need for short-term construction
delays. SiteCote has been trusted by builders in the
Australian market for more than 4 years and in North
America for nearly 20.
LP has also established smaller unit sizes to help
eliminate length constraints that were present at its
other manufacturing facilities. Smaller unit options
will allow Australian dealers and distributors more
flexibility in stocking inventories and help them
provide better service to their customers. The Golden facility recently completed its fifth month of
manufacturing H2S treated LVL.n
LP SolidStart LVL is just one part of the full
LP SolidStart Engineered Wood Products (EWP)
family. To learn more about these products, visit
www.LPCorp.com/AU or contact IntlSales@LPCorp.com.

“The facility can now also apply LP’s SiteCote seal to
only the wide faces or ends of LP SolidStart LVL
when special ordered by customers. We can mix
these special orders with product that has LP’s stanENGINEERED WOOD
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BUILDER
NEWS & TRENDS
Remodeling Show
The Remodeling Show is the once-ayear national trade show, educational
conference and networking opportunity for
professional remodelers. This year’s show
will be held October 16–18 at the Lakeside
Center at McCormick Place in Chicago, Ill.
With hundreds of exhibitors, the show floor
features installation clinics, interactive
workshops and exhibitor-led product
presentations. For more information, visit
www.RemodelingShow.com.

First Wave of Boomers
Increasingly Likely to Age
in Place
Older members of the baby boom generation
are making plans to stay in their current
residences longer rather than move as a part
of retirement, a new report by MetLife’s
Mature Market Institute finds. The poll in late
2012 of 1,003 of the so-called “oldest boomers”
found 82 percent aren’t planning any future
moves. That’s up from 75 percent in the 2007
survey. About 93 percent of these oldest
boomers own their home, with an average
value of $254,000. Four out of 10 have paid
off their mortgages, but 8 percent are upsidedown, owing more on their loan than the
home is worth, the survey found.

HOME TRENDS1

EFFICIENCY IS IN1

2,225 square feet: Median size desired by most
homebuyers, 17% bigger than what they have now

9 out of 10 buyers would choose an
efficient home with lower utility bills
rather than one costing 2%-3% less
without those features

$203,900 is what the average buyer expects to
pay for their next home

The APA Promotes Ed Elias
To President-Elect
This summer, the APA Board of Trustees
elected Ed Elias, a 35-year APA veteran, to
serve as the next president of APA – The
Engineered Wood Association, following the
retirement of Dennis Hardman. Elias
currently serves as the APA’s VP and
corporate secretary, but throughout his
tenure, he has worked in their technical,
financial and international marketing
divisions. Elias has a bachelor’s degree in
forest management and wood science from
Stephen F. Austin State University in Texas
and a master’s degree in wood science from
Colorado State University. He will step in
as the APA’s new president in November
after Hardman passes the torch at their
annual meeting in Huntington Beach, Calif.
For more information on the APA, visit
www.APAWood.org.

$7,095: The average
additional upfront
home price buyers
would pay to save

65% want ceilings of
9´ or more on the
first floor

$1,000 annually on
utility costs

BUYERS WANT
MORE STORAGE1

57% of homebuyers wouldn’t buy
a home without a laundry room

54% rated garage storage as desirable,
32% wouldn’t buy a home without it
51% consider a bathroom linen closet desirable,
31% wouldn’t buy a home without one
54% want a walk-in kitchen pantry,
31% wouldn’t purchase a home without one

8 out of 10 recent
buyers considered their
home purchase a good
financial investment.2
FALL 2013

utility cost of a home
would influence
purchase decision

kitchen/family room, up from
29% in 2004

According to 65% of homebuyers,
the most influential characteristic
when buying a home is “living
space and number of rooms
that meet their needs.”1
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73% report that the projected

57% of buyers prefer a single-story home
47% want three bedrooms
65% prefer 2 or 2½ bathrooms
37% prefer a completely open

1

National Association of Home Builders,
What Home Buyers Really Want report

2

2013 National Association of Realtors
Home Buyer and Seller Generational Trends

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES2
MILLENNIAL HOMEBUYERS:
• Median age: 28
• Median income:
$66,200
• Home size:
1,700 sq. ft.
• Cost: $165,000

GEN X HOMEBUYERS:
• Median age: 39
• Median income:
$93,100
• Home size:
2,100 sq. ft.
• Cost: $235,000
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Seeing Is Believing.
New LP® Product Videos
Now Online.
LP is here to help you underour engineered wood
E V ERY DREstand
AMhow
H OME
products
can
build
DESERV ES A L IT T L E Ehelp
XT R
A better
homes.
We
invite
you
to go to
S UN P ROT EC T ION.
our website to view a collection
of brief informative videos that
describe how our products work,
LP® TopNotch® Sub-Flooring

LP® SmartSide® Trim & Siding

features, and some basic installation information. Because
the more you know about LP’s
engineered wood products, the
more you’ll see the value they can
add to any home—and the more
LP® TechShield® Radiant Barrier Sheathing transforms a new home’syou’ll
roof believe
into a barrier
that we’re thinking
as
much
about
that helps block the sun’s relentless heat. LP TechShield sheathing can lower attic
LP® FlameBlock® Fire-Rated
builders as we are
LP® TechShield® Radiant Barrier
temperatures by 30° F, which in turnOSB
canSheathing
reduce a home’s monthly cooling costs by up to
the products we
17%. No wonder it’s the #1 brand of radiant barrier sheathing.
develop for them.
LP® SuperStruct® Furniture Panels

Featured in the Southern Living 2013 Idea House

WhatIsRadiantBarrier.com

Go to
LPCorp.com/videos
to view our
product videos.
LPCO0236
LPCorp.com

Visit the Southern Living Idea House from now through Dec. 29, 2013.
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